TO: DDG-IOM
   DDG-EPEM
   ACTING CFO
   CHIEF DIRECTOR: CLUSTER A
   CHIEF DIRECTOR: CLUSTER B
   ALL SCHOOLS
   ALL OFFICIALS OF THE ECDOE

FROM: SUPERINTENDENT-GENERAL

SUBJECT: AMENDMENT TO INSTRUCTION NOTE 25 - PREVENTION AND MANAGEMENT OF CORONAVIRUS (COVID-19) – ISSUING OF CERTIFICATES TO LEARNERS

DATE: 7 JUNE 2020

1. Instruction 25, dated 4 June 2020, setting out the requirements for permits and certificates for officials and learners, refers.

2. The national Department of Basic Education has communicated that amendments to the prescribed Directions are being considered and that the requirement for certificates for certain categories of learners may be amended.

3. School principals must await further instruction before printing and issuing certificates for learners travelling from home to school within metropolitan, districts or provinces (Direction 6(6) and (7) in the Directions dated 29 May 2020).

4. District Directors are hereby instructed to ensure that this communication reaches all officials and schools immediately.

Yours faithfully

T. KOJANA
SUPERINTENDENT-GENERAL

08/06/2020

DATE